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00:05
This is the Infinite Receiving podcast, helping conscious leaders tap into a wealth of
abundance across all areas of your life and business. I'm Suzy Ashworth. And I'll be
sharing with you how you can upgrade your reality through Quantum
transformation, because you are ready for Infinite Receiving.

00:30
Hello, Hello, Hello you gorgeous human being, I am really excited to bring it to you
this next episode of the infinite receiving podcast where we are going to be diving
deep into what it means to really live into the idea of infinite potential.

00:51
So if there were a hierarchy of principles when it comes to living the infinite
receiving lifestyle, this would be principle number one. And what I mean by infinite
potential is just knowing, not thinking not wishing, not hoping but knowing at the
depth of your bones that everything is possible.

01:14
Now, what happens when I talk about this is I tend to get one of two responses. The
first response is from the person who does know this, but has forgotten and they're
living their life from a place of limitation or they have been, and then they hear me
say everything is possible. And it's like, oh my goodness, how did I forget that given
the right context, and a little bit of universal magic, that everything of course,
everything is possible for me.

01:47
And then I have the person who is a bit like you're living in a dream world. And let
me tell you all of the reasons why this is a completely ridiculous statement.

01:59
Now I want to be very real with you. 98% of people probably fall into the second
category. And 2% of people genuinely choose to believe that everything is possible
in the choosing to believe that everything is possible.

02:18
That is where the magic can happen for you. And you can start creating and living
and attracting opportunities, people magic and miracles that honestly blow your
mind. But it's very, very difficult to do that.

02:35



If you are the type of person who is always counting where they are limited, miracles
and limitations do not live next to each other people who decide that infinite
potential is a thing for them. Those are the people who have decided that there is
always a workaround. These are the people who will find a solution to every
problem that happens. It's the whether the will there's a way or as Marie Forleo
would say everything is figureoutable when you come at life. From that perspective,
nothing is going to hold you back forever.

03:15
And then finally, the thing that I want to say about making a decision to believe to
know that infinite potential is a thing for you, and that you have infinite potential to
create what it is that is in alignment with your True soul's desire. When you know
this to be true, you can expand your vision like why wouldn't you you can think
bigger when you know that everything is possible. And simply by choosing to think
bigger, you create space for receiving more, and this is what we're here for. Right?

03:56
Yay. Okay, this is the end of this episode. I hope that you have enjoyed it. If you
know somebody that you think would vibe with this, this is kind of what they're
about or they need a little reminder that everything is possible then please share
this episode with them and if you haven't done so already, just subscribe so you get
notified as soon as the next one drops. Okay, you are amazing and I want you to
remember that faith plus action = miracles.

04:36
Thank you for listening to Infinite Receiving with me Suzy Ashworth. I'd love to share
with you my Infinite Receiving Activation Audio. Go to
suzyashworth.com/activateinfinitereceiving

Faith + Action = Miracles


